
ATHLETES AND GYM CLASS

Yes, gym class. Believe it or not in the three decades I have been doing this gig I have heard horror stories of
student-athletes getting injured in gym class.

According to TeenInk, an online newspaper, PE injuries soared percent from to  High school athletes could
take a study period in the place of gym class. Taking that program away from certain students, in this case
athletes, would be unfair to the rest of the students. Time is the culprit in the extremely overbooked life of a
student. By providing these people with study hall they would have more time to work on academics and also
have time to work on their sport. Is that special treatment? With the extra commitments sports require from
students, they should be able to opt out of a PE class and take something to advance their academic careers
such as study halls. This would help student athletes stay on top of homework when they are staying late at
school for practices or games. Thus, a question presents itself: Should student athletes be required to take gym
class? In addition to this, PE exposes athletes to unnecessary risks. In a survey where four-hundred and twenty
students were selected at random, an overwhelming  For example, getting a concussion while in gym could
ruin an athlete's chances of playing all season. Back in my freshman and sophomore year, when I was required
to take gym, I not only had gym and practice on a given day, but also on game days! More specifically, those
involved in sports often find gym to be redundant, since they feel they do not need class to stay fit. Leave a
Comment If you want a picture to show with your comment, go get a gravatar. Leave a Comment If you want
a picture to show with your comment, go get a gravatar. Additionally, exercise regimens or techniques taught
in class could conflict with those of coaches. The U. Athletes have the benefactor of achieving more than they
could during practices. Is there a need to push kids who are already physically active past their limit? He said
he hopes to further reduce anxiety levels through this program. It would create a lack of fairness in the school
system. Did you know that approximately 17 percent of young people between the ages of are obese? The
importance of a required gym course in high school is to start healthy exercise habits and encourage students
to stay in shape. I have never thought gym was necessary for athletes, especially ones who do multiple sports
throughout the year, so wasting my energy on the day of a big game never thrilled me. Hall High School
physical education teacher and former college basketball player Mr. There is another side to the story, though.
In fact, because student athletes are consistently active, some may over exert themselves, thereby negatively
affecting their performance in practices and games when needed the most. Physical education is part of the
national education curriculum, which laws have been implicated to maintain physical education in schools. In
order to graduate, every student must fulfill at least 1. And playing a sport should fulfill the physical aspect of
physical education. According to the report, the aim of the program is to reduce stress students feel balancing
time and energy for both schoolwork and sports. At first thought, one might associate such individuals with
those who are not athletic, but surprisingly, this falls mostly upon athletes. Photo: Athletes have less time to
do work with games and practice, so an extra period would help alleviate the burden. Enrolling in a physical
education class allows their coaches to check on their progress outside of practice. Also, I have not started my
sport yet, so if it takes me multiple hours to complete daily homework without having practice every day after
school and games weekly. I could go on. For this reason, high schools should award athletes with P. While a
free period to complete academic work would provide athletes with the time that is currently available to
non-athletes after school, it may not actually give athletes an advantage. Please Ignore Speak your mind.
Robin William's Genie Animated. Send Email Cancel Student athletes are always being challenged and in my
opinion, needing to do more than necessary. Athletes learn a lot of this in practices by their coaches or in
games.


